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Hi folks, 

 

Here we are again with the work for this week. Hope you’re doing good and not 

getting too desperate.  

 

Remember we organise the work in 3 sessions, the same we have for the English 

subject every week.  

 

We continue with revision from previous units, introducing some new concepts. 

Read the explanations first and then, do the exercises. As usual, we include 

answer key for grammar, vocabulary and reading activities. We also work with 

listening this week, a skill I’m sure you were missing, including the corresponding 

answer key as well as the listening script. Finally, we have two small writing 

activities that you will have to hand in as usual via aliciamm.esl@gmail.com 

 

Remember it is your responsibility to work with all these exercises and correct 

yourself. And of course, if you have any doubt, just let me know and I will be 

willing to help you.  

 

I know this is getting harder and harder but keep on working like that. 

I’m looking forward to seeing you very soon.  

Cheers! 

Alicia 
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May 4th to 8th  

1st session 
We continue working with a grammar concept that we studied in the first term: used to. We 

expand the concept by contrasting it with two similar expressions that are normally confused 

with: get used to and be used to . Watch a video and then read the notes and examples. 

All the exercises for the 1st session have an answer key at the end of this document, so you 

have to do exercises first and then correct yourself.  

Grammar notes: used to, be used and get used to   

Watch this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQAJJ-uL1ow 
Examples: 

I used to want to be a lawyer but then I realised how hard they work! 

How's Boston? Are you used to the cold weather yet? 

No matter how many times I fly, I'll never get used to take-off and landing! 

Used to + infinitive and be/get used to + -ing look similar but they have very different uses. 

used to+ infinitive 

We use used to + infinitive to talk about a past situation or habit  that is no longer true. It tells 
us that there was a repeated action or state in the past which has now changed. 

She used to be a long-distance runner when she was younger. 
I didn't use to sleep very well, but then I started doing yoga and it really helps. 
Did you use to come here as a child? 

be used to and get used to+ -ing  

Be used to means 'be familiar with' or 'be accustomed to'. 

She's used to the city now and doesn't get lost any more. 
He wasn't used to walking so much and his legs hurt after the hike. 
I'm a teacher so I'm used to speaking in public. 

We use get used to to talk about the process of becoming familiar with something.   

I'm finding this new job hard but I'm sure I'll get used to it soon. 
It took my mother years to get used to living in London after moving from Pakistan. 
I'm getting used to the noise now. I found it really stressful when I first moved in. 

Be used to and get used to are followed by a noun, pronoun or the -ing form of a verb, and can 
be used about the past, present or future whereas used to can only be used to talk about the 
past. 

Remember that we use usually to talk about habits in the present. 

 

Adapted from https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/grammar/intermediate-to-upper-intermediate/used-to-infinitive-and-be-or-get-used-to-ing 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQAJJ-uL1ow
https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/grammar/intermediate-to-upper-intermediate/used-to-infinitive-and-be-or-get-used-to-ing
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Grammar practice: used to, be used and get used to   
Do the exercises and then correct yourself with the answer key provided. 
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2nd session 
We move on to revise vocabulary from the second term. Do the following exercises about  

music and art. Afterwards, correct yourself using the anwer key provided. Then, write a short 

text about music and and hand it in via aliciamm.esl@gmail.com to be corrected.   

Vocabulary: Music and art 

Before doing these exercises, go to pages 40 and 43 of your Smart Planet Student’s book and 

revise vocabulary.  
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Writing: Music  

Write a short paragraph answering the following questions: 

 Is music important to you? Why (not)? 

 What  is your favourite type of music? Where do you usually listen to it? 

 Is there any music you can’t stand? 

 Have you ever been to a concert? If yes, did you like it? 

                                                                                   If not, what concert would you like to go to? 
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3rd session 
Time for listening and writing. Do you remember we talked about the graffiti artist Banksy in 

unit 4? We get to know a little bit more about him. Then, write a short text giving your opinion 

and hand it in via aliciamm.esl@gmail.com to be corrected.   

Listening: Banksy: artist or vandal? 

Listen to this podcast about Banksy and anwer the following questions. This listening is a bit 

difficult, so don’t worry if you don’t get every single word. I include the transcript along with 

the answer key in case it’s too difficult for you so you are able to do exercises anyway. 

Afterwards, correct yourself using the anwer key provided. 

a How many times has Banksy exhibited at the Bristol Museum?  
Many times  
A few times  
This is the first time 

 b Banksy’s work is usually seen… 
 in galleries 
in the street  
in people’s homes  

c Jackie says Banksy’s work…  
makes people think 
 makes people angry 
 is very attractive  

d Richard says Banksy’s work makes him laugh. True or false?  
e The name ‘Banksy’ is a…  

nickname  
false name  
foreign name  

f Banksy’s technique…  
means that his work can be done quickly  
is unique to Banksy  
uses oil paint   

g Jackie says Banksy’s painting in Bristol was…  
boring and no one liked it 
 controversial but popular  
destroyed by the council  

h The rat paintings in New York are…  
really small  
really horrible  
really big 

 i Banksy’s paintings are…  
supportive of the government  
against the government 
 liked by the government 

 j What do you think?  
Banksy likes the Israeli wall because he can paint on it  
Banksy dislikes the wall and his paintings are a protest  
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Writing: Art:Banksy  

Write a short paragraph answering the following questions: 

 What’s your point of view on this matter?  

 Do you think people like Banksy are artists or vandals? Why? 

 Do you like graffiti? Why (not)? 
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Answer key 

1st session 

Grammar practice: used to, be used and get used to   

 

 

2nd session 

 Vocabulary: Music and art
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3rd session 

Listening: Banksy: artist or vandal? 

1 Both Jackie and Richard like Banksy’s work 

 2 a This is the first time 

 b Banksy’s work is usually seenin the street  

c Jackie says Banksy’s work makes people think  

d True 

 e The name ‘Banksy’ is a false name 

 f Banksy’s technique means that his work can be done quickly 

 g Jackie says Banksy’s painting in Bristol was controversial but popular  

h The rat paintings in New York are really big 

 i Banksy’s paintings are against the government  

j Banksy dislikes the wall and his paintings are a protest 

Listening: Transcript 
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